Eukaryotic genomes include a complete blueprint for generating diverse cellular morphologies and functional attributes to produce complex architecture of distinct tissues. Each tissue, and cell type within, possesses a characteristic gene expression pattern that establishes its unique identity at a given time during its lifecycle. The transcriptome is dynamic and responds to intrinsic genetic programs and microenvironment. Over 75% of the genome is transcribed, yet only 2% is devoted to protein translation.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b01]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b03]^ The noncoding transcriptome, previously regarded as being transcriptional noise or "junk,"^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b04],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b05]^ has come into sharp focus recently with an unprecedented increase in the discovery of small (\<200 base pairs \[bp\]) and long (\>200 bp) noncoding transcripts that exhibit developmental and cell-type specificity and influence wide-ranging physiologic functions.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b06],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b07]^

The term long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) originally was coined for transcripts of longer than 200 bp (to distinguish these from small ncRNAs, such as t-RNAs and miRNAs) that do not have an apparent protein-coding potential; however, numerous exceptions exist.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b08]^ Despite remarkable similarity in genomic structure and processing, several unique features including biogenesis, secondary structure, and subcellular localization, distinguish lncRNAs from protein-coding transcripts.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b08],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b09]^ As many as 50,000 lncRNA genes have been annotated in the human genome.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b10]^ Of these, almost 40% are predominantly expressed in the brain,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b11]^ leading to tremendous interest in studying their function during development and in disease pathology.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b12]^ LncRNAs have been associated with diverse biological processes, including pluripotency and cell division,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b13]^ synaptogenesis,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b14][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b15]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b16]^ response to injury,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b17][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b18]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b19]^ and transcriptional,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b20]^ and epigenetic regulation.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b21],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b22]^ Anti-sense RNAs (asRNAs) constitute a less-studied subclass of lncRNAs that originate from the opposite strand of 20% to 40% of protein-coding genes^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b23]^ and appear to modulate in *cis* the function of cognate coding transcript. To avoid confusion, we used the term lncRNA for long intergenic noncoding RNA (\>200 bp) mapping to an intergenic region and not containing an open reading frame of longer than 50 residues, whereas asRNAs refers to a transcript overlapping with an annotated gene structure.

The retina is a specialized sensory part of the central nervous system, designed to capture and transmit visual information to the brain. Expression profiling of the mammalian retina has provided insights into distinct cell types and circuits, permitted identification of disease genes and led to discovery of novel therapeutic paradigms.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b24]^ While the function of several miRNAs in the retina is becoming increasingly clear,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b25][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b26]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b27]^ only few studies have focused on lncRNAs. For example, the knockdown of TUG1 lncRNA, which is expressed in the developing retina and brain, resulted in malformed or nonexistent outer segments of transfected photoreceptors.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b28]^ Another lncRNA, RNCR2, seems to be associated with retinal cell fate acquisition as its loss resulted in an increase of amacrine cells and Müller glia.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b29]^ RNCR4 may work with miR-183/96/182 locus to control retinal architecture.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b30]^ A number of asRNAs have been identified at eye transcription factor (TF) loci and their functions in modulating gene expression are being explored.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b31][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b32]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b33]^ Global profiling of retinal noncoding transcriptome has not been accomplished except for one report on RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis that identified 18 evolutionarily conserved retinal lncRNAs.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b34]^

Photoreceptors initiate the visual process by capturing photons and represent 75% to 80% of neuronal cells in the mammalian retina.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b35]^ Cone photoreceptors mediate high acuity daylight and color vision, whereas rods are highly sensitive and associated with low-resolution night vision. Multiple TFs control the differentiation of photoreceptors from retinal progenitors.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b36][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b37]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b38]^ Rod cell fate is dependent critically on the Maf-family leucine zipper protein NRL.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b36]^ The absence of *Nrl* (*Nrl*^−/−^ mouse) results in the retina with S-cone--like photoreceptors,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b39]^ and developing cones can be transformed into rods by *Nrl* expression.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b40]^ Acquisition of rod-specific expression of NRL is proposed to be a key event in the evolution of rod-dominant retina in early mammals.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b41]^ NRL interacts with cone-rod homeobox (CRX) and other transcription factors to control gene expression in rod photoreceptors.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b36],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b42][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b43]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b44]^ Transcriptome analysis has revealed an NRL-regulated network of protein-coding genes and a sharp transition in expression patterns from postnatal days 6 and 10 in concordance with rod morphogenesis and functional maturation.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^

Given the rapidly emerging functions of lncRNAs, a global understanding of rod photoreceptor specific noncoding transcriptome is crucial for constructing gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that underlie retinal development and disease. We report a comprehensive profile of lncRNAs and asRNAs in developing rod photoreceptors, along with the identification of known and unannotated ncRNAs that exhibit rod-specific expression mediated by NRL. Consistent with the coding transcriptome,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^ we discovered a major shift in rod expression profile of ncRNAs from P6 to P10 during development, further validating their involvement in key biological processes. Our studies suggest potential functions of lncRNAs based on coexpression cluster analysis and provide a framework for elucidating integrated GRNs that guide rod development.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

RNA Profiling of Mouse Rod Photoreceptors {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------

All procedures involving the use of mice were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Eye Institute (NEI). The retinas of *Nrl*p-GFP and *Nrl*p-GFP;*Nrl*^−/−^ transgenic mice^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b46]^ that were back-crossed more than 10 times to C57BL/6 were collected at six postnatal developmental stages in Hank\'s balanced salt solution (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and dissociated by Accutase digestion (Life Technologies). After removing clumps, the cells were subjected to fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate GFP-positive cells. A stringent precision setting was set on FACS Aria II (Becton Dickinson, San Diego, CA, USA) to maximize the purity of the sorted cells. Samples were included in downstream processing if they showed purity of above 96% after re-sorting. RNA was isolated from sorted cells by the TRIzol LS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) method, following manufacturer\'s instructions.

Strand-Specific RNA-Seq {#s2b}
-----------------------

Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Pico assay (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used to assess RNA quality; only samples with RNA integration number of \>7 were used to generate sequencing libraries. TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit-v2 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) was used to make strand-specific libraries from 20 ng of total RNA with slight modifications.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b47]^ Libraries were sequenced on the Genome Analyzer IIx platform (Illumina). In concordance with ENCODE consortium guidelines (available in the public domain at <https://www.encodeproject.org/about/experiment-guidelines/>, updated January 2017) and to reduce technical variability in RNA-seq data, we used at least two biological replicates for each developmental stage of WT rod and S-cone--like *Nrl^−/−^* photoreceptor cells. In total, 30 transcriptome sequencing libraries were studied in the bioinformatics analysis steps of the study.

Reference Genome-Guided De Novo Transcriptome Assembly {#s2c}
------------------------------------------------------

To generate a comprehensive catalog of previously unannotated noncoding transcripts from WT rod and S-cone--like *Nrl*^−/−^ photoreceptor RNA-seq libraries, we performed genome guided de novo transcriptome assembly for each sample individually. Short reads in each library were first aligned to *Mus musculus* reference genome (GRCm38.p3) through splice-aware aligner, TopHat2 v2.0.11^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b48]^ ([Supplementary Table S1](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Then, de novo assembly was performed using Cufflinks v2.2.1.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b49]^ Transcript features identified through transcriptome assembly were queried against Ensembl v78 database, and previously unannotated transcripts were determined (see GEO submission GSE 74660 for the GTF file of all unannotated transcripts). Among all putative transcripts, we determined lncRNA and asRNA sequences as follows: (1) we selected only intergenic and antisense transcripts with ≥2 exons, (2) transcripts \< 200 nucleotides in length were filtered out, (3) coding potential of each transcript was tested by TransDecoder v1 (available in the public domain at <http://transdecoder.github.io/>), and transcripts having open reading frame ≥ 50 were not included in further analysis steps, (4) the remaining transcripts queried against Pfam-A and Pfam-B^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b50]^ databases v27.0 with HMMER3 v3.1b1 (available in the public domain at <http://hmmer.janelia.org>) to check whether they had any functional protein domain. In this step, E-value threshold was set to 0.05 and transcripts above this threshold were considered as noncoding sequences. To validate our de novo pipe line, we performed quantitative (q) RT-PCR on 10 previously unannotated lncRNA ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and were able to detect all of them in RNA isolated from whole retina. qRTPCR reactions were performed in triplicates, and normalized to endogenous control, *Hprt*. The results were analyzed by QuantStudio design and analysis software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

Transcript Level Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#s2d}
--------------------------------------------------------

The abundance estimation of known and previously unannotated transcripts was performed by streaming Bowtie2 v2.1.0^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b51]^ aligned reads to eXpress v1.3.1. To exclude genes that were not expressed consistently across all replicates of individual time points, we implemented a filter that checks for ≥1 FPKM in all replicates at any one-time point. This filtering prunes a majority of genes that are not expressed or show low-level highly variable expression patterns. For data sets downloaded from ENCODE, transcripts that were expressed \>1 FPKM in all samples of any tissue were considered for further downstream analysis. Differential expression analysis was performed using limma v3.20.9^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b52]^ to compare *Nrl*^−/−^ data to WT samples at each time point. Effective counts from eXpress output of transcripts passing FPKM filter were TMM normalized using edgeR.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b53],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b54]^ A generalized linear model was set up with time and genotype as factors, dispersion estimation performed using the voom function, and appropriate contrast statistics employed using eBayes function.

Gene Level Quantification {#s2e}
-------------------------

The tximport R package^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b55]^ was used to generate gene level counts from transcript level counts. A list object in R containing estimated counts, effective length, and FPKM values was imported into the summarizeToGene function along with Ensembl gene and transcript IDs. The gene level counts then were normalized using edgeR package and subsequently used to compute gene level CPMs.

Coexpression Network and GRN Analysis {#s2f}
-------------------------------------

Coexpression analysis of noncoding RNAs and protein-coding transcripts was performed with WGCNA package in R scientific computing environment v3.1.1 (available in the public domain at <http://www.R-project.org/>).^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b56]^ Log~2~ normalized FPKM values of transcripts were used as input for WGCNA, and two separate unsigned weighted correlation networks were built by calculating correlation coefficients between all gene pairs across WT rod and S-cone like *Nrl^−/−^* photoreceptor samples, respectively. Afterwards, adjacency matrices were constructed by setting the soft threshold value of each correlation matrix at 10. Transcripts with a highly similar expression pattern then were grouped together by using the average linkage hierarchical clustering method. In the module identification step, we used dynamic tree cut algorithm and the merge cut height and minimum module size were set to 0.2 and 10, respectively. Then, each module including at least one transcript annotated as lncRNA in Ensembl v78 database was determined for functional GO enrichment analysis. Statistically significant GO terms in Biological Process domain for the selected modules were identified with the database for annotation, visualization and integrated discovery (DAVID) online tool.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b57]^ In the enrichment procedure, we only included the transcripts having "protein-coding" annotation. False discovery rate (FDR) calculated with the Benjamini-Hochberg method, was used to measure the significance level of the GO terms, and the significance threshold was selected as 0.05.

A rank combined--based approach^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b58]^ was implemented to infer targets of NRL. Adjusted *P* value from differential expression analysis and quantified ChIP-seq score^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b59]^ metrics were used to compute ranked scores of all transcripts. The average rank score^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b60]^ was calculated for every transcript.

In Situ Hybridization {#s2g}
---------------------

The expression of noncoding transcripts was assessed in mouse retina sections using RNAscope technology (Advanced Cell Diagnostics, Hayward, CA, USA) as described recently.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^

Results {#s3}
=======

Noncoding Transcriptome of Developing Rod Photoreceptors {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------------------

Taking advantage of *Nrl*p-GFP mice where GFP expression is under the control of *Nrl* promoter,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b46]^ we purified photoreceptors from wild type (WT, rods) and *Nrl*^−/−^ (S-cone like, *Nrl*p-GFP;*Nrl*^−/−^) mouse retina and generated temporal RNA-seq profiles at 6 distinct stages of differentiation (from postnatal day \[P\] 2--P28)^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^ ([Supplementary Table S1](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We implemented a pipeline to identify lncRNAs ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01){ref-type="fig"}A) and initially quantified different types of transcribed sequences based on Ensembl v78 classification (i.e., protein-coding, miRNA, pseudogene, and so forth; [Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition to identifying known ncRNAs based on Ensembl annotation, we performed a genome-guided de novo transcriptome assembly to discern previously unannotated lncRNAs. To minimize false-positives, we eliminated single exon transcripts and only selected those showing ≥1 fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) in all samples of at least one time point. To focus on the noncoding genes, we eliminated from analysis any transcripts containing open reading frames (ORFs) of \>50 amino acids, or peptides with significant similarity to domains in the Pfam database. After these filtering steps, we identified 1623 lncRNA transcripts (586 known and 1037 previously unannotated) and 697 asRNAs (454 known and 243 previously unannotated) in rods (WT) as well as S-cone like photoreceptors (*Nrl^−/−^*; [Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01){ref-type="fig"}C).

![Workflow of the study and data overview. (A) Analysis pipeline for identifying photoreceptor ncRNAs. (B) Stratification of Ensembl transcriptome database (release 78) by transcript subtypes. The smaller pie chart shows six major ncRNA classes in Ensembl annotation. The numbers within parentheses indicate their corresponding percentages. (C) Filtering parameters for transcriptome analysis using Ensembl annotation ([www.ensembl.org/index.html](www.ensembl.org/index.html)) and de-novo assembly, to identify lncRNAs and asRNAs expressed in WT rods and S-cone like Nrl^−/−^ photoreceptors. The numbers within each column represent the total number of transcripts that meet filtering criteria. (D) Box plot visualization for comparison of known and novel noncoding genes for expression level (FPKM), %GC, number of exons, and gene length.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01}

We then examined gene structure and expression characteristics of transcripts identified by de novo assembly and compared these to their annotated counterparts to assess the similarity between the two types of genes ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f01){ref-type="fig"}D). The unannotated transcripts showed similar attributes as the known genes; however, previously unannotated transcripts displayed lower expression levels and tended to be longer despite having roughly similar number of exons and GC content.

Cell Type Specific Expression of lncRNAs {#s3b}
----------------------------------------

We compared RNA-seq data from mature (P28) photoreceptors with the data from three neuronal and five nonneuronal tissues (downloaded from ENCODE)^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b61],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b62]^ using our pipeline and identified a subset of previously annotated lncRNAs demonstrating photoreceptor-specific expression ([Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f02){ref-type="fig"}A). Annotated lncRNAs showing photoreceptor specific expression included A930038B10Rik (part of a "Cone" cluster) and A930006I01Rik (part of a "Rod" cluster). Evaluation of lncRNAs, identified by de novo assembly, against the same 8 tissues uncovered several transcribed sequences with high expression in rods and/or S-cone like photoreceptors ([Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f02){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Tissue-specific expression of lncRNAs. Hierarchal clustering of RNA-seq data for (A) known lncRNAs and (B) unannotated lncRNAs, from mature rod and S-cone like photoreceptors (at P28) with eight adult tissues. Cell-specific expression clusters for rod and S-cone--like photoreceptors (marked as "Cone"), and both photoreceptor types (PR) are shown on the right.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f02){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f02}

Phase Shift in Global lncRNA Profile From P6 to P10 {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------

Hierarchical clustering of lncRNAs expressed in developing rods and S-cone--like photoreceptors revealed a major shift from P6 to P10 in previously annotated ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03){ref-type="fig"}A) and de novo--identified ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03){ref-type="fig"}B) transcripts. The correlation plot of developmental time points demonstrated lncRNA expression dynamics similar to the coding transcriptome, where we had observed a dramatic upregulation of rod--specific genes and downregulation of cone genes from P6 to P10 in WT rods and this shift was not detected in the absence of *Nrl*.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^

![Dynamics of lncRNA expression during photoreceptor development. Cluster analyses of time series profiles highlight a transcriptome wide shift in expression between P6 and P10 for (A) known and (B) unannotated lncRNAs. This shift also is apparent in time point--based correlation matrix. Clusters with highly expressed genes in late stages (P10--P28) are shown on the right for rod and S-cone--like photoreceptors.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03}

Clustering analysis of lncRNA expression data showed distinct patterns, which correlated to cellular identity and developmental stage. Therefore, we could classify lncRNAs for their specificity and potential relevance in rod morphogenesis and functional maturation. We identified previously annotated ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03){ref-type="fig"}A, right) and unannotated ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f03){ref-type="fig"}B, right) lncRNAs that showed high expression in early (P2--P10) or late developmental (P10--P28) stages of rods and S-cone--like photoreceptors. For example, XLOC_041510, XLOC_006814, and XLOC_023678 are three previously unannotated rod-specific lncRNAs, whereas XLOC_061888, XLOC_025919, and XLOC_055417 represent lncRNAs showing high expression in late developmental stages of S-cone--like photoreceptors. The expression of another lncRNA, XLOC_032008, was detected in rods as well as S-cone--like photoreceptors.

Photoreceptor-Enriched asRNAs {#s3d}
-----------------------------

Transcriptome analysis identified 454 reported and 243 previously unannotated antisense (as) transcripts in developing photoreceptors; of these, Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV; available in the public domain at [www.broadinstitute.org/igv](www.broadinstitute.org/igv))-based evaluation validated 232 and 96 lncRNAs, respectively. Most asRNAs were expressed at relatively low levels (log~2~FPKM \<2) and exhibited a temporally restricted expression pattern ([Figs. 4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}A, [4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}B); four of these (3 known and one unannotated) were validated by in situ hybridization ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As in the case of lncRNAs, a sharp transition was observed in global asRNA expression between P6 and P10. Interestingly, among asRNAs exhibiting P6-to-P10 expression shift, a larger fraction showed higher expression in S-cone--like photoreceptors ([Figs. 4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}A, [4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}B). Given that asRNAs may regulate the genes that they overlap with, we performed Pearson\'s correlation analysis of pairs of protein-coding transcripts and their corresponding asRNAs (known and unannotated). Since most mammalian genes have multiple transcripts, we investigated the correlation on a transcript level, yielding 1707 associations. We identified 174 asRNA-protein correlations (148 known and 26 unannotated respectively) with a positive (i.e., antisense and sense gene showing similar expression trends, *P* ≥ 0.75, *P* \< 0.05) and 35 (30 known and 5 unannotated respectively) with a negative (i.e., antisense and sense gene showing opposite expression trends, *P* ≤ −0.75, *P* \< 0.05) association. No such relationship was observed between 1498 (1188 known and 310 unannotated) asRNAs and their cognate sense RNAs (−0.75 \< *P* \< 0.75; [Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}C), suggesting a lack of direct functional nexus.

![asRNA in the developing photoreceptors. Expression profiles of (A) known asRNAs and (B) unannotated asRNAs. As in case of lncRNAs, a genome-wide shift of asRNA expression was detected between P6 and P10. Clustering analysis identified specific sets of asRNAs in early and late stages of development. (C) Frequency of correlation between asRNA and sense transcripts. Most pairs show low correlation scores (−0.75 \< ρ \< 0.75). (D) Unannotated asRNA XLOC_041669 correlates to isoform switching of Gpsm1. Schematic representation of gene and transcript structure of Gpsm1 and XLOC_041669 with histograms and read alignment for RNA-seq. The two exons of XLOC_041669 and the first exon of Gpsm1-003 transcript are marked by red and blue dashed boxes, respectfully (red indicates origin of reads on the negative and blue on the positive strand). Upregulation of XLOC_041669 (yellow) and transcript Gpsm1-003 (light blue) occurs between P6 and P10, in concurrence with down regulation of transcript Gpsm1-002 (purple).](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04}

Gene ontology (GO) analysis of the 143 genes overlapping with 152 known asRNAs revealed an enrichment of biological processes associated with eye morphogenesis and development (*P* \< 0.01). Functional clustering showed transcriptional regulation being the most common feature ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No statistically significant enrichment of a distinct biological process was apparent among 107 genes overlapping with the 96 unannotated asRNAs, but GO categories of nervous system development and transcriptional regulation were evident. Potential relevance of previously unannotated asRNAs to transcriptional regulation can be exemplified by XLOC_041669, which overlaps with G-protein signaling modulator 1 (*Gpsm1*) gene, which undergoes isoform switch during rod development ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}D). The long isoform Gpsm1-002 is dominant in early stages, whereas the short isoform Gpsm1-003 is highly expressed in later stages of rod maturation. The pattern of XLOC_041669 asRNA follows the expression of the short isoform showing upregulation after P6 ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f04){ref-type="fig"}D). These studies suggest that asRNAs enriched in developing rods participate in modulating genes associated with signaling pathways, trafficking, and neural development.

Regulation of Rod-Enriched lncRNAs by NRL {#s3e}
-----------------------------------------

We hypothesized that NRL controls the expression of lncRNAs showing high enrichment in WT rods or S-cone--like *Nrl^−/−^* photoreceptors and that NRL-regulated genes are associated with rod development. Therefore, we examined lncRNAs that were differentially expressed in *Nrl*^−/−^ photoreceptors ([Supplementary Table S2](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for significant NRL-chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) peaks^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b43]^ to build a high confidence network of NRL-regulated genes. This strategy led to the identification of 119 lncRNA genes (39 known and 80 previously unannotated) that are putative direct targets of NRL (see [Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){ref-type="fig"}A for top 50% genes). Expression of many lncRNAs was induced by NRL (e.g., Gm14268 and XLOC_074863) during rod development, whereas some of the target genes revealed high expression in S-cone-like *Nrl*^−/−^ photoreceptors (e.g., A930011012Rik and XLOC_075365) suggesting transcriptional suppression by NRL ([Figs. 5](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){ref-type="fig"}A, [5](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){ref-type="fig"}B). As CRX interacts with NRL and activates the expression of rod and cone genes, we evaluated differentially expressed photoreceptor lncRNAs for CRX ChIP-seq peaks in their genomic regions. Notably, approximately 70% of lncRNA genes within the NRL network also included significant CRX ChIP-seq peak in the putative promoter region, providing a strong support for their role in photoreceptors ([Figs. 5](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){ref-type="fig"}A, [5](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Regulation of lncRNA expression by NRL. (A) NRL-centered lncRNA expression network. NRL targets represent lncRNAs that are differentially expressed in the RNA-seq data from WT rods vs Nrl^−/−^ S-cone like photoreceptors and exhibit a significant NRL binding site within the putative promoter region. Only top 50% of network is represented here. (B) Schematic representation of the gene structure of two known (Gm14268 and Gm14216) and two unannotated lncRNA (XLOC_075365 and XLOC_074863) targets of NRL. The ChIP-seq peaks for NRL and CRX are shown by histograms (highlighted by dashed box) and overlap with the transcription start site (TSS) of the two genes, indicated in histograms for RNA-seq and individual sequence reads.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f05}

To validate ncRNA analysis, we performed in situ hybridization (ISH) experiments for 12 known and 12 previously unannotated lncRNAs ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f06){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S3](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All 24 lncRNAs showed differential expression between WT and *Nrl*^−/−^ retina, consistent with their regulation by NRL; of these, 19 (79%) exhibited a specific or enriched expression in photoreceptors. The remaining five lncRNAs displayed a broader expression pattern in the retina, with somewhat higher expression in photoreceptors. Interestingly, 11 of the 12 de novo identified lncRNAs demonstrated specific expression in the photoreceptors ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f06){ref-type="fig"}).

![Validation of lncRNA expression by ISH. White punctate dots represent the signal detected by the ISH probe, and blue shows DAPI staining of the nuclei. Scale bar: 50 μm. ONL, outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer. A gene level expression plot is shown below every ISH image.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f06){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f06}

Clustering of lncRNAs With Photoreceptor-Expressed Protein-Coding Genes {#s3f}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We implemented the "guilt-by-association" approach^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b63]^ to explore the relationship of expression patterns between ncRNAs and protein-coding genes. This approach assumes that coexpressed transcripts are more likely to be transcriptionally controlled by common regulators, and part of similar biological processes/pathways. We used weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) in R environment^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b56]^ to identify lncRNAs having similar expression patterns as photoreceptor-expressed protein-coding genes ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07){ref-type="fig"}). Our analysis revealed 17 and 46 modules, respectively, in rod and S-cone--like photoreceptor datasets, with each module representing a group of highly connected transcripts. Individual modules were analyzed for GO term enrichment ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#iovs-58-10-72_s01){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) on the protein-coding genes using DAVID (available in the public domain at <https://david.ncifcrf.gov/>). By focusing on modules enriched for GO terms associated with "visual perception" ([Figs. 7](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07){ref-type="fig"}A, [7](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07){ref-type="fig"}B, middle), we identified 45 known and 74 previously unannotated lncRNAs, which highly correlate with 51 photoreceptor-enriched protein-coding genes.

![Construction of coexpression network modules and GO enrichment analysis. WGCNA clustering dendrogram is based on profiles of gene expression in (A) WT and (B) S-cone--like photoreceptors, which include 46 and 17 highly connected network modules, respectively. Each module is represented with a different color and includes protein-coding and noncoding genes. The network underneath the clustering dendrogram shows known and unannotated lncRNAs associated with the protein-coding genes having "visual perception" GO term. Known and unannotated lncRNAs that were identified as putative targets of NRL by ChIP-seq and differentiation expression analysis are annotated in the network. Top 50% of the targets nodes are shown with solid border and the lower 50% are with dashed border. Hierarchical Clustering of the standardized (z-score) expression profiles of genes in both networks identified a subset of lncRNAs that show early or late stage specific expression.](i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07){#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07}

We then examined whether lncRNAs in the "visual perception" module overlapped with those presumed to be under NRL regulation. Almost one-fourth of the NRL regulated lncRNAs also were identified by WGCNA and associated with "visual perception." Notably, additional 24 lncRNAs had ChIP-seq peaks for CRX within their putative promoter region. As coexpressed genes likely function in similar pathways, we performed clustering on a "visual perception" network to identify associated lncRNAs ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-58-11-4422-f07){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Gm14268 and XLOC_081898 are included with rod phototransduction genes (e.g., *Rho*, *Gnat1*, and *Cngb1*), whereas XLOC_038373 and XLOC_025824 clustered with *Gnat2* and *Opn1sw*, two cone-specific genes.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Evolution of intricate organization of specific cell types and tissues in mammals is inconsistent with the number of protein-coding genes in the genome.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b10],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b64],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b65]^ Organismic complexity generally has been associated with refinements in regulatory landscape and expansion of coding transcript repertoire, resulting in structural and functional diversity. More recent studies have revealed another key shift during genome evolution---a large increase in ncRNAs.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b66]^ While a handfull of neuron-specific transcriptomes have been described,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b46],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b67][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b68][@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b69]--[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b70]^ we report the dynamics of noncoding transcriptome in developing and mature photoreceptors, especially focusing on rod-enriched lncRNAs and asRNAs that are under the influence of rod differentiation factor NRL. Together with the recently described coding transcriptome,^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^ our studies should help in the construction of more comprehensive gene regulatory networks that guide rod photoreceptor development.

A better understanding of functional divergence among neuronal subtypes is contingent upon elucidation of detailed transcriptional maps. Gencode and other databases^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b11],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b71]^ have meager representation of ncRNAs from specific neurons, and little information is available about their regulation and function. Our comprehensive noncoding transcriptome analysis of the developing photoreceptors (WT rod and *Nrl*^−/−^ S-cone like photoreceptors) not only has revealed 586 currently annotated lncRNAs and 454 antisense RNAs, but also identified 1037 additional lncRNAs and 243 asRNAs by de novo assembly. Interestingly, a large percentage of previously unannotated transcripts originated from S-cone--like cells, further underscoring the need for single cell type analysis to identify lncRNAs expressed in "true" pure cone cells because of their importance in human vision. As demonstrated by in situ hybridization studies, most de novo transcripts exhibited a rather photoreceptor-specific pattern of expression in contrast with the currently annotated lncRNAs that seem to be more widely expressed in the retina. Combined with the absence or low expression in other tissues examined, we suggest that these lncRNAs were missed in previous analysis, due to their unique cellular context and low expression levels.

One key finding of our analysis is the dramatic shift in noncoding transcriptome profile between P6 and P10 during rod development. A similar shift in the coding transcriptome^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^ was interpreted to have relevance in morphogenesis of outer segment membrane discs and synapse formation, which are initiated at or after P6 during mouse photoreceptor development. This suggests that coding and noncoding transcriptomes are under similar regulatory constraints, whether intrinsic or extrinsic, during rod photoreceptor differentiation. Such a shift in transcriptome was not detected in the absence of NRL. Therefore, we propose a regulatory role of rod-expressed and rod-specific lncRNAs and asRNAs in fine-tuning the expression of coding transcripts and/or proteins involved in establishment of photoreceptor morphology and function. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that 6% of known lncRNA transcripts are putative direct targets of NRL and that over 50% of these are differentially expressed between WT and *Nrl*^−/−^ photoreceptors. Approximately 10% of previously unannotated lncRNAs are direct targets of NRL and 23% are differentially expressed. Additional evidence is provided by repeated occurrence of CRX binding sites in the promoter regions of these ncRNA. Regulation by NRL and CRX is highly concordant with photoreceptor-specific genes.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b43],[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b45]^ We believe that incorporation of ncRNAs in the NRL-centered regulatory network would augment systems-based understanding of photoreceptor development.^[@i1552-5783-58-11-4422-b24]^

Biological functions of the vast majority of ncRNAs are not understood at this stage; however, lncRNAs and asRNAs are broadly implicated in different modes of regulation, either by direct interaction with other RNA molecules or proteins, or by acting directly on the genome. By implementing bioinformatic tools, such as WGCNA, to stratify the expression data, we have been able to identify lncRNAs that might contribute to distinct biological pathways. "Visual perception" associated lncRNAs were clustered in modules containing genes that participate in phototransduction cascade, and such genes represent almost 25% of the NRL regulated noncoding transcriptome. Our studies have begun to establish the framework for dissecting the function of lncRNAs, especially during the development of rod photoreceptors and highlight the significance of examining global noncoding transcriptome in a cell type--specific manner. A comprehensive description of transcriptome landscape and associated gene regulatory network provides a reference map to investigate photoreceptor biology with potential implications for human retinal disease and therapy.
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======================
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Click here for additional data file.
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